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1. Crease halves and 

fold quarters. Turn over.

3. Fold corners of 

pleats. Unfold.

4. Reverse fold 

corners using creases 

just made Turn over.

2. Fold edges to 

center, sliding 

back layer out.

6. Fold down as 

far as it will go.
5. Fold the corners slightly 

offset from 45° (dotted).

8. Fold at 45°, but 

slightly offset from 

halfway point shown.
10. Fold top down 

to existing crease.

7. Turn over.

9. Fold tips 

down slightly. 11. Fold 

bottom edge 

up and tuck 

under heart.

12. Pre-crease 

and then 

reverse fold.
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13. Fold back to taste, a little more 

than the halfway points shown.

Sweet Home 

Note: You can use 

the flaps folded 

back, for making 

the house stand, 

or tuck them in 

pleats behind to 

flatten completely.



Sweet Home 2

Start with completed Step 8 of Sweet Home, as on previous page.

9, 10. Fold top down at tip of heart 

behind, shown dotted. Next, make the 

crease in the bottom half. Turn over.

11. Fold edges a little 

more than the halfway 

points shown. Unfold.

12. Make the two 

45° creases, folding 

only where shown. 

Turn over.

13. Pleat as shown.

14. Squash fold 

both sides.

15. Fold edge to level 

shown dotted. Then tuck 

it under the heart.

16. Pre-crease 

and reverse fold 

bottom corners.

180

17. Tuck top tips of heart under pleat 

or fold them back.  Fold the sides back.
Sweet Home 2

Note: You can use the flaps folded back, for making the house 

stand, or tuck them in pleats behind to flatten completely.
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Variations

You can vary the location of the heart for Sweet Home by 

varying the level of the fold in Step 10. Examples below:

You can vary the shape of the roof for Sweet Home 2, by changing the reverse folds of Step 16 

to include or not include the central part that is bounded by the pleats from Step 2.

You can also vary the height of the roof and the location of the heart 

for Sweet Home 2, by varying the level of the folds in Steps 9 and 10.

A general note about both Sweet Home designs: Since a couple of steps involve folding to taste 

rather than using reference points, your home may end up looking a little different from what the 

figures show. But I like these minor differences - it’s like you’re planning your own home!
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